The fire within desire in modern and contemporary Italian literature

The Fire Within desire for love, desire for knowledge, desire to possess, desire to be desired, our life is shaped by what we want and by our efforts to achieve it. Hailed by philosophers and psychoanalysts as the core of human identity, desire informs not only our actions but also our dreams and hopes and their sublimation into art and literature. This collection of essays explores how desire is portrayed in modern and contemporary Italian literature by analysing some of the most interesting literary figures of the last two centuries. The authors of this collection approach desire from various perspectives: psychoanalytical, sociological, political, and semiotic, in order to show that desire, albeit at times not explicitly mentioned, pervades the literary works of modern and contemporary Italy either as a central theme or as the secret motor of the narrative through the fil rouge of desire. The essays of this collection highlight the international dimension of Italian literature, establishing a connection between Italian authors and the major theoretical works of the last two centuries as the notion of desire as represented in literary texts is informed by psychoanalytical and philosophical concepts that operate across the boundaries of nationality and language. Modernists and scholars of comparative literature will find the papers in this book of considerable interest.

The Answer to All You Desire Is Within You... You Are Worthy

2016-05-18

The answer to all you desire is within you, you are worthy. Shona Ann Hills' first book is incredibly insightful, wise, and informative as we move into a new way of being. This book provides powerful wisdom and processes to aid us in achieving our heartfelt desires and goals, no matter where we are within ourselves or how far we are along the journey to our dreams. There are processes that can make our lives better and take us forward faster. This book contains the wisdom required to take us forward to fulfill our dreams and bring them into our reality. What could be better than that? It is varied and covers many aspects of spirituality. You finish this book feeling empowered, inspired, with a deep inner belief that...
anything and everything you have ever dreamed of is possible for you

**The Brute Within** 2006-04-06  the brute within will be of substantial interest to anyone engaged in the study of emotion rationality motivation and philosophy of psychology as well as to ancient philosophers jacket

**Gender Protest and Same-Sex Desire in Antebellum American Literature** 2014-03-28  expanding our understanding of the possibilities and challenges inherent in the expression of same sex desire greven identifies a pattern of what he calls gender protest in the writings of margaret fuller edgar allan poe herman melville and nathaniel hawthorne as greven shows antebellum authors took up the taboo subjects of same sex desire and female sexuality and were adept in their use of a variety of rhetorical means for expressing the inexpressible

**Desire, the Self, the Social Critic** 1997 in desire the self the social critic professor buckley shows that while few transcendentalists ever agree for long on philosophical or epistemological matters four of them develop the use of antisocial desire into a transcendental critique of nineteenth century american culture margaret fuller walt whitman herman melville and emily dickinson represent the individual s inherent divinity and the individual s inherent ability to transcend the exigencies of the sensate world in terms that might appear to be homosexual bisexual or pansexual they alone among their contemporaries give expression to desire for the social other give expression to desire for the self not to be seen in the heterosexist homophobic misogynist social realm of everyday life

**The Desire Factor** 2021-04-20 how to master your energy so you can have what you desire christy whitman transformational leader founder of the quantum success coaching academy and channel for the divine council unfolds the precise steps for bringing about the manifestation of any desire the book is built around 7 universal principles for tapping into the divine energy stream that is the source of all things so that you can have more peace prosperity and joy the desire factor shows you how to master your energy so you can create a life that you love despite what s going on around you when you harness the energy of the desire factor you ll understand how to transform longing into joyful expectancy what alignment feels like and how to achieve it how to use the power of focus to manifest your desires the role that surrender plays in the manifestation process how to cultivate the energy of having even before your desire has manifested the secret to infusing your external actions with spiritual power how to attract your desires through the power of love christy whitman s philosophy is that you are the energy master of your own life you embody healing energy and have the power to improve your circumstances you direct this unlimited flow of energy wherever you want allowing you to manifest it is your divine nature to create and this creation is invigorating whitman has applied her principles of energy mastery to train over three thousand life coaches to take their innate gifts and skills and turn them into profitable fulfilling businesses and now in the desire factor she provides one of the most current comprehensive and easy to apply explorations into the realm of energy and shows you how by mastering your energy you can bring any desire into physical form order your copy today

**Awaken the Diet Within** 2009-05-30 julia griggs havey who lost 130 pounds and went on to become a beauty queen shares the secrets to losing weight and keeping it off forever topping the scale at 290 pounds julia griggs havey resigned herself to a matronly figure and plus size clothes but when she read the anonymous note informing her that her husband was having an affair julia realized it was time to take control of her life her mantra became self improvement through self motivation and she began by taking off the weight more than 130 pounds and divorcing her wandering husband now julia shares the weightloss secrets that have already helped thousands from her nine level road map to weight loss to more than 130 delicious recipes nutritional advice and
fitness tips readers will discover how easy it is to achieve success julia s inspirational outlook will motivate and encourage millions of women to awaken the diet within and begin their transformation today

Desire within 1933 for most religious people the words god and sex never go together god is conceived of as holy pure sexless and as morally above the raw desires that so powerfully beset us sex on the other hand is conceived of as earthy and unholy something we must snatch and not without guilt from the gods christianity has struggled mightily with sex so too have most other religions and yet when we look at sexual desire and ask where it comes from there can be only one answer it comes from god this is a book on desire its experience its origins its meaning and how it might be generatively channeled sexuality is inside us to help lure us back to god but dealing with this fire inside us is a lifelong struggle ron rolheiser sheds light on this mystery and the journey it takes us on in these tantalizing fragments that help give us permission to feel what we feel and know that god is still smiling on us

The Fire Within 2021-03-16 kauffman looks at a neglected genre the love letter written by literary heroines tracing the development of the genre from ovid to the twentieth century novel she explores the important implications of these amatory discourses for an understanding of fictive representation in general

Discourses of Desire 1988 presents kamadeva the hindu god of desire in tales art and ritual also covers kamadeva s appearance in buddhist lore

God of Desire 2006-06-01 the courtly love tradition had a great influence on the themes of religious poetry just as an absent beloved could be longed for passionately so too could a distant god be the subject of desire but when authors began to perceive god as immanently available did the nature and interpretation of devotional verse change ryan netzley argues that early modern religious lyrics presented both desire and reading as free loving activities rather than as endless struggles or dramatic quests reading desire and the eucharist analyzes the work of prominent early modern writers including john milton richard crashaw john donne and george herbert whose religious poetry presented parallels between sacramental desire and the act of understanding written texts netzley finds that by directing devotees to crave spiritual rather than worldly goods these poets questioned ideas not only of what people should desire but also how they should engage in the act of yearning challenging fundamental assumptions of literary criticism reading desire and the eucharist shows how poetry can encourage love for its own sake rather than in the hopes of salvation

Reading, Desire, and the Eucharist in Early Modern Religious Poetry 2011-01-01 this book addresses how western universities have constructed themselves as global providers of education and are driven to be globally competitive it examines how the term international has been exploited by the market in the form of government educational policies and agencies host institutions academia and the mass media the book explores matters relating to the role of the english language in international education in general and the field of tesol in particular it demonstrates how english and tesol have exercised their symbolic power coupled with the desire for international education to create convenient identities for international tesol students it also discusses the complexity surrounding and informing these students painful yet sophisticated appropriation of and resistance to the convenient labels they are subjected to

Desiring TESOL and International Education 2014-01-22 explores psychoanalytic approaches to cultural studies

Desire of the Analysts 2008-01-10 why do people find it so difficult to talk openly about sex in this original and ground breaking book morris nitsun argues that desire and sexuality are key components of human experience that have been marginalized in the group psychotherapy literature drawing on theory from
psychoanalysis developmental psychology and sociology while keeping the group firmly in focus he creates a picture of the potential in group therapy for the most intimate narrative highlighting current concerns about sexual identity boundary transgression and what constitutes effective psychotherapy detailed clinical illustrations cover areas such as the erotic connection the dissociation of desire the group as witness erotic transference and counter transference psychotherapists and all those interested in sexual development and diversity will value the challenging approach to sexuality this book offers

**The Group as an Object of Desire** 2013-05-13 desire and domestic fiction argues that far from being removed from historical events novels by writers from richardson to woolf were themselves agents of the rise of the middle class drawing on texts that range from 18th century female conduct books and contract theory to modern psychoanalytic case histories and theories of reading armstrong shows that the emergence of a particular form of female subjectivity capable of reigning over the household paved the way for the establishment of institutions which today are accepted centers of political power neither passive subjects nor embattled rebels the middle class women who were authors and subjects of the major tradition of british fiction were among the forgers of a new form of power that worked in and through their writing to replace prevailing notions of identity with a gender determined subjectivity she also examines the works of such novelists as richardson jane austen and the bronts to reveal the ways in which these authors rewrite the domestic practices and sexual relations of the past to create the historical context through which modern institutional power would seem not only natural but also humane and therefore to be desired

**Desire and Domestic Fiction** 1987-05-07 a collection of work by leading feminist scholars engaging with the question of the political status of poststructuralism within feminism and affirming the contemporary debate over theory as politically rich and consequential

**Feminists Theorize the Political** 2013-10-28 at first glance barbara kalish fit the stereotype of a 1950s wife and mother married at eighteen barbara lived with her husband and two daughters in a california suburb where she was president of the parent teacher association at a pta training conference in san francisco barbara met pearl another pta president who also had two children and happened to live only a few blocks away from her to barbara pearl was the most gorgeous woman in the world and the two began an affair that lasted over a decade through interviews diaries memoirs and letters her neighbor s wife traces the stories of hundreds of women like barbara kalish who struggled to balance marriage and same sex desire in the postwar united states in doing so lauren jae gutterman draws our attention away from the postwar landscape of urban gay bars and into the homes of married women who tended to engage in affairs with wives and mothers they met in the context of their daily lives through work at church or in their neighborhoods in the late 1960s and 1970s the lesbian feminist movement and the no fault divorce revolution transformed the lives of wives who desired women women could now choose to divorce their husbands in order to lead openly lesbian or bisexual lives increasingly however these women were confronted by hostile state discrimination typically in legal battles over child custody well into the 1980s many women remained ambivalent about divorce and resistant to labeling themselves as lesbian therefore complicating a simple interpretation of their lives and relationship choices by revealing the extent to which marriage has historically permitted space for wives relationships with other women her neighbor s wife calls into question the presumed straightness of traditional american marriage

**Her Neighbor's Wife** 2019-11-01 the color of desire tells the story of how in the aftermath of gay liberation race played a crucial role in shaping the trajectory of queer german politics focusing on the federal republic of germany
Christopher Ewing charts both the entrenchment of racisms within white queer scenes and the formation of new antiracist movements that contested overlapping marginalizations far from being discrete political trajectories. Racist and antiracist politics were closely connected as activists worked across groups to develop their visions for queer politics. Ewing describes not only how AIDs workers, gay tourists, white lesbians, queer immigrants, and black feminists were connected in unexpected ways but also how they developed contradictory concerns that comprised the full landscape of queer politics. Out of these connections which often exceeded the bounds of the federal republic arose new forms of queer fascism as well as their multiple antiracist contestations. These both unsettled the appeals to national belonging or homonationalism on which many white queer activists based their claims. Thus the story of the making of homonationalism is also the story of its unmaking. The Color of Desire explains how the importance of racism to queer politics cannot and should not be understood without also attending to antiracism. Activists worked across different groups making it difficult to chart separable political trajectories. At the same time, antiracist activists also used the fractures and openings in groups that were heavily invested in the logics of whiteness to formulate new antiracist organizations and albeit in constrained ways, shifted queer politics more generally.

The Color of Desire 2024-01-15 in masculinity and queer desire in Spanish enlightenment literature, Mehl, Allan Penrose examines three distinct male figures each of which was represented as the other in eighteenth and early nineteenth century Spanish literature. The most common configuration of non-normative men was the petimetre, an effeminate francophile male who figured a failed masculinity, a dubious sexuality, and an invasive French cultural presence. Also inscribed within cultural discourse were the bujarrón or sodomite who participates in sexual relations with men and the Arcadian shepherd who expresses his desire for other males and who takes on agency as the voice of homoerotica. Analyzing journalistic essays, poetry, and drama, Penrose shows that Spanish authors employed queer images of men to engage debates about how males should appear, speak, and behave and whom they should love in order to be considered real Spaniards. Penrose interrogates works by a wide range of writers including Luis Cañuelo Ramón de la Cruz and Félix María de Samaniego, arguing that the tropes created by these authors solidified the gender and sexual binary and defined and described what a queer man was in the Spanish collective imaginary masculinity and queer desire engages with current cultural, historical, and theoretical scholarship to propose the notion that the idea of queerness in gender and sexuality based on identifiable criteria started in Spain long before the medical concept of the homosexual was created around 1870.

Freeing the Genie Within 2015-05-01 This book considers the connection between the world of mental health in the twenty-first century and the traditional concept of desire in Christianity and the arts. It draws parallels between the desire for rest from anxiety among mental health sufferers with the longing for peace and happiness in religion and the arts. The author presents biblical, philosophical, and theological insights alongside artistic ones, arguing that desire for rest remains at the heart of spiritual living as well as mental health recovery. The chapters draw from historical and contemporary voices including Plato, Augustine of Hippo, Julian of Norwich, Gerard Manley Hopkins, Simone Weil, Samuel Beckett, Tennessee Williams, Jean Louis Chrétien, Eric Varden, and others. The study demonstrates why longing continues to fascinate and grip individuals creative endeavor and society at large not least in the development of the understanding of mental health. It is valuable for scholars and advanced students of Christian theology and those interested in spirituality and the arts in particular.

Masculinity and Queer Desire in Spanish Enlightenment Literature 2014-05-28
consuming desire investigates why a science of sex emerged when it did at the turn of the twentieth century and delivers a provocative account of the role of sexology in our contemporary culture examining key texts in the theories of sexuality psychoanalysis evolution and economics lawrence birken illuminates the intellectual heritage of sexology and the ways in which it is now being pressed into the service of sexual counterrevolutionaries from both the right and the left

**Desire and Mental Health in Christianity and the Arts** 2023-08-21 a result of territorial disputes between india and pakistan since 1947 exacerbated by armed freedom movements since 1989 the ongoing conflict over kashmir is consistently in the news taking a unique multidisciplinary approach territory of desire asks how and why kashmir came to be so intensely desired within indian pakistani and kashmiri nationalistic imaginations

**Consuming Desire** 2019-05-15 according to the author psychoanalytic theory and practice which discloses the interminable falsity of the human subject s belief in the mastery of its own mental life is in part responsible for the coming of the postmodern era in this title originally published in 1993 barratt examines the role of psychoanalysis in what he sees as the crisis of modernism shows why the modernist position what he calls the modern episteme is failing and proposes that psychoanalysis should redefine itself as a postmodern method in barratt s innovative account of psychoanalysis which focuses on the significance of the free associative process freud s discovery of the repressed unconscious leads to a claim that is basic to postmodern ideas that all thinking and speaking the production and reproduction of psychic reality is inherently dynamic polysemous and contradictorius he argues that subsequent attempts to normalize and systematize psychoanalysis are reactionary and antipsychoanalytic efforts to salvage the modern episteme that psychoanalysis itself calls into question

**Territory of Desire** 2009 masculinity class and same sex desire in industrial england 1895 1957 explores the experiences of men who desired other men outside of the capital in doing so it offers a unique intervention into the history of sexuality but it also offers new ways to understand masculinity working class culture regionality and work in the period

**National Lithographer** 1923 by a bengali woman and scholar study of texts and the role of kali within indian culture excellent pre reviews astrong feminist statement careful scholarship discussion of rig veda tagore s chandalika karnad s hayavandana chugtai s crooked line devi it does not die eliade bengal nights tagore gora roy good of small thing

**Psychoanalysis and the Postmodern Impulse** 2015-11-06 the fate of desire examines the problems of living in a decentered world assuming that the poststructuralist declaration of the end of man is an essential aspect of our current ways of thinking the book focuses on the positive values inherent in this shift in substituting multiplicity and fields of play for identity and hierarchy and in distinguishing between desire as fullness and desire as lack hans argues for a vision of existence that is based on the difficulties nietzsche posited as an inevitable part of fully affirming the rich but tragic nature of life these reconceptions of the human scene redefine self discipline in terms of understanding and loving one s fate instead of providing yet one more critique of the flawed values through which the western world has constituted itself the fate of desire takes up the task of weighing the things of the world anew revaluing them in terms of our present understanding of our positions in the world hans suggests that if we are fated to be driven by desire and if we are led to accept the ways in which our desire manifests itself according to our own individual fates there is still every reason to believe that humans can find a productive way of understanding and fully occupying their place in the world
Addiction, a behavioral economic perspective focuses on the behavioral economics of addiction to explain why someone decides and act against her own well being it answers the questions of what accounts for self defeating behavior patterns and how do we best motivate individuals to act according with their long term goals a better understanding of decision processes will lead to an improved knowledge of why people engage in self destructive behaviors and better policy interventions in areas of addiction and obesity the approach also promises to be valuable as a framework for understanding decisions for an addict s professional and business life this book will be of particular use to clinicians students and researchers in the fields of addiction public health and behavior therapy.

In the Beginning is Desire 2004 this book focuses on the notion of desire in the italian fin de siècle it narrates how this notion informs the works of two of italy s most prominent authors in the fin de siècle giovanni pascoli and gabriele d annunzio.

The Fate of Desire 1990-07-05 our era is profoundly marked by the phenomenon of exile and it is has become increasingly urgent to rethink the concept of exile and our stance towards it this renewed reflection on the problem of exile brings to the fore a number of questions regarding the traditionally negative connotation of exile is there not another way to understand the condition of exile permeated with references to the stranger the other and exteriority the philosophy of emmanuel levinas signifies a positive understanding of exile this original and compelling book distills from levinas s philosophy a wisdom of exile for the first time shedding a positive light on the condition of exile itself abi doukhan argues that levinas s philosophy can be understood as a comprehensive philosophy of exile from his ethics to his thoughts on society love knowledge spirituality and art thereby presenting a comprehensive view of the philosophy of levinas himself as well as a renewed understanding of the wealth and contribution of exile to a given society.

Addiction 2015-05-22 now in its second edition how to read texts introduces students to key critical approaches to literary texts and offers a practical introduction for students developing their own critical and close reading skills written in a lively jargon free style it explains critical concepts approaches and ideas including debates around critical theory the role of history and context the links between creativity and criticism the relationship between author reader and text the new edition now includes guidance on analysing a range of multi media texts including film and online media as well as the purely literary in addition to new practical examples readings exercises and checkpoints that help students to build confidence in their own critical readings of both primary and secondary texts the book now also offers guidance on writing fully formed critical essays and tips for independent research comprehensively updated and revised throughout how to read texts is an indispensible guide for students making the transition to university study.

Leonard Shelfords Law of Railways in England, Scotland and Ireland 1869 in both feminist theory and shakespearean criticism questions of sexuality have consistently been conflated with questions of gender first published in 1992 this book details the intersections and contradictions between sexuality and gender in the early modern period valerie traub argues that desire and anxiety together constitute the erotic in shakespearean drama circulating throughout the dramatic texts traversing masculine and feminine sites eliciting and expressing heterosexual and homoerotic fantasies embodiments and fears this is the first book to present a non normalizing account of the unconscious and the institutional prerogatives that comprise the erotics of shakespearean drama employing feminist psychoanalytic and new historical methods and using each to
interrogate the other the book synthesises the psychic and the social the
individual and the institutional.

Giovanni Pascoli, Gabriele D'Annunzio, and the Ethics of Desire 2017
exploration of erotic transference and counter transference in therapy with
particular attention given to the female therapist male client relationship
draws on lacan and jung to analyse examples from clinical practice and client s
art.

Orbital System of the Universe 1875 in his problemata aristotle provided
medieval thinkers with the occasion to inquire into the natural causes of the
sexual desires of men to act upon or be acted upon by other men thus bringing
human sexuality into the purview of natural philosophers whose aim it was to
explain the causes of objects and events in nature with this philosophical
justification some late medieval intellectuals asked whether such dispositions
might arise from anatomy or from the psychological processes of habit formation
as the fourteenth century philosopher walter burley observed nothing natural is
shameful the authors scribes and readers willing to contemplate base things
never argued that they were not vile but most did share the conviction that they
could be explained from the evidence that has survived in manuscripts of and
related to the problemata two narratives emerge a chronicle of the earnest
attempts of medieval medical theorists and natural philosophers to understand
the cause of homosexual desires and pleasures in terms of natural processes and
an ongoing debate as to whether the sciences were equipped or permitted to deal
with such subjects at all mining hundreds of texts and deciphering commentaries
indices abbreviations and marginalia joan cadden shows how european scholars
deployed a standard set of philosophical tools and a variety of rhetorical
strategies to produce scientific approaches to sodomy

Emmanuel Levinas 2012-08-23 this work of constructive theology examines human
sexuality in light of christian faith and doctrine jensen moves beyond the hot
button social debates about sexual orientation and sexual practices to look for
healing the seven chapters consider scripture and sex the connections between
the triune covenantal god and human sexuality christ s incarnation and
resurrection as affirming the beauty of flesh eschatology and sexual identity
the ramifications of the lord s supper for human sexuality vocation and
cellular callings to marriage celibacy and singleness and sexual ethics

How to Read Texts 2013-09-26 this is the first comparative study of the work of
the philosopher paul ricoeur and the psychoanalayst jacques lacan the book
explores the conflict between the two thinkers that arose from their differing
views of ethics ricoeur s universalist stance drew on a phenomenological reading
of kant whereas lacan s was a relativist position derived from a psychoanalytic
reading of freud and de sade ricoeur and lacan gives a full critical overview of
the work of both figures tracing the origins and development of their principal
ideas and identifying key similarities and differences not only a valuable and
original addition to the literature on two major thinkers ricoeur and lacan is
also an important study of contemporary continental ethics

Desire and Anxiety (Routledge Revivals) 2015-08-11
Desire and the Female Therapist 1995
Nothing Natural Is Shameful 2013-09-17
God, Desire, and a Theology of Human Sexuality 2013-01-01
Ricoeur and Lacan 2007-06-01
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